Grow your business to become Fortune 500

All-in-One Suite for your entire business - $15
Marketing
Generate more leads with outreach over the Web, Email, and Social

Sales
Lead Generation, Lead Qualification, and Closure

HR and Ops
Hire, Manage, Train, and Perform

Developers
Ideate, Develop, Deploy, Adopt and Maintain

Support
Intent, Onboard, Resolve, and Feedback

Collaboration
Emails, Phone System, Conferencing, and Collaboration

Productivity
Form Builder, RPA Bot software, Project Management, Sign Software, and more

All-in-One Suite
All-in-one DEVELOPERS SUITE
Transformation Cycle

**Ideate**
- **MockFrame**
  - DIY builder to create responsive wireframes and mockups
  - Collaborate and share the wireframes with your team

- **Forms.io**
  - Create simple forms to responsive ones

- **BPMAp**
  - Create advanced workflows

- **AppUp**
  - Develop applications with low-code
  - Backend as a service
  - Frontend as a service

- **500apps**
  - Manage via Third party cloud like 500apps
  - Public Cloud
  - Azure, AWS, or Google services
  - Private Cloud
  - Bring your own server (BYOS)

**Develop**
- **NinjaAuth**
  - Increase platform adoption with Single sign-on (Google, Twitter, Facebook, and Microsoft)

- **Unified.cc**
  - Connect multiple APIs
  - Gain access to 200+ applications

- **Applet.io**
  - Integrate with third-party applications

**Deploy**
- **NinjaOnboarding**
  - Create wizards to know about the essential features

**Adopt**
- **FeedbackUp**
  - Collect and track product feedback, and respond to user suggestions

- **SitePing**
  - Get real-time monitoring and notifications to track the downtime and uptime

**Maintain**
- **UserTracker**
  - Analyze user behavior and track which features are being used in the product
Supplementary Apps for Developer Suite

Productivity Apps

- Projectsly
- BotPath
- ZapUp
All-in-One Suite for your entire business - $15
Prototyping WireFrame Tool

1. Sketch your interface layouts
2. Design website and app mockups
3. Get your team on the same page
4. Visually map out the structure and flow of your app
Form Builder Software

1. Create codeless, professional forms in less than a day

2. Create responsive forms using visual builder and advanced theming

3. Level up your single or wizard form using conditional logic
Business Process Management Software

1. Use No-Code BPM Software to design workflows
2. Optimize any business process with a visual flow builder
3. Create powerful unlimited form sequences with approvals
4. Choose from our library of industry leading-templates
Low Code App Builder

1. Launch applications that match your requirement
2. Customize an app in just a few clicks with the drag and drop capabilities
3. Give your entire team the ability to make adjustments
Single Sign-On Software

1. Set up enterprise authentication with just a few lines of code
2. Boost productivity while ensuring data security
3. Get a safe centralized access management system for your applications
Unified API Platform

1. Connect multiple APIs without worrying about connector-specific variations
2. Speed up development time and allow your team to focus on the main tasks
3. Eliminate the need to maintain multiple copies of the same code
Oauth and Third-party Widgets

1. Easy third-party API integration in your app
2. Connect quickly and easily with disparate data sources
3. Sync your data across multiple devices regardless of where it was created
Product Feedback Management Software

1. Collect feedback from your product’s users and gain valuable insights

2. Implement a feedback widget on your website

3. Create powerful unlimited form sequences with approvals
Website Monitoring Tool

1. Monitor your applications from various locations

2. Boost your application’s overall performance and address the errors faster

3. Receive downtime notifications via your preferred channel
User Behavior Analytics Software

1. Monitor and analyze the behavior of website visitors

2. View visitors’ activities including clicks, timeline, and browsing device

3. Increase customer engagement by tracking end user’s data
Transform Your Business With
500apps’ Developer Suite